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There Are No “Statute of Limitations”  
On FRAUD! 

Part 9 (Supplement) 
 

 
 So that readers do not get scammed by the mainstream media or rogue CIA agents 
wanting to deceive you, be aware that most of the key individuals during their life quest for 
power have used “doubles” or a doppelgänger.   Never forget that Nazi Adolf Hitler had several 
“doubles” during the years of World War II.  This was also true in the case of Hillary Rodham 
Clinton.  It was reported by New York ABC flag station, that Hillary Clinton died on September 
11, 2016.  There are no fewer than seven news story reports on the Internet, reporting she was 
gravely ill.  One medical source pegged her problem precisely, and his medical health program 
on CNN was immediately cancelled after having revealed Hillary’s disease.   
 
 There were reports that Hillary suffered from Kuru Disease as far back as 2016.  At the 
funeral event for former president George H.W. Bush, Hillary or her “double” stood for several 
minutes talking with Vice President Mike Pence and others.  She appeared to be physically 
healthy in every video where she was shown receiving her envelope.  In addition, examining the 
recorded video as those seated in the front row received their envelope, most appeared to be 
visibly moved or shaken by the contents of the note in their envelopes.  Hillary or her “double” 
showed no reaction whatsoever when she looked at the note.  There was no reaction from 
Hillary or her “double.”  The absence of a reaction raises a question in my mind as to whether 
that was truly the real Hillary. 
 
 The doctor who testified at the War Crimes Tribunal indicated that he was the one who 
accompanied Hillary in the weeks leading up to the 2016 presidential election.  He revealed that 
his life had been threatened if he failed to comply by keeping her health issues a secret.  But at 
the Tribunals, he revealed how they managed to keep Hillary propped upright.  It almost sounds 
like the comedy movie “Weekend at Bernie’s.”  For those of you who are not familiar with the 
movie, “Weekend at Bernie's” was a 1989 comedy film.  The film stars Andrew McCarthy and 
Jonathan Silverman were posing as young corporate insurance employees who discover their 
boss, Bernie was dead. While attempting to convince people that Bernie was still alive, they 
discover that Bernie had ordered their deaths to cover up his embezzlement.  The pair 
positioned Bernie in various appearances, on the beach, reading the paper, all the time 
propping Bernie’s dead body up. 
 
 This will come as a surprise to most of those reading this.  Republican Presidential 

candidate, Donald Trump actually debated a Hillary look-alike 3 times in the 2016 presidential 

campaign. A trial run for those momentous debates actually happened in a previous debate 

with Rick Lazio, in September 2000.  Rick Lazio was her only opponent left standing....  In order 
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to avoid getting a case of Arcancide, he "pretended" to run against her, and so they debated in 

September 2000. A much slimmer Hillary, without the broad shoulders, appeared.  At that time 

the doppelganger honed her debating skills, so it was a dry run for the presidential debates that 

the real Hillary was expecting to take place in 2008.   Unfortunately for her, it was postponed 

until 2016, when she would be 69 years-old. 

 

(For those of you who don’t know what Arkancide means: Arkancide is the favored method of 

getting rid of political enemies in the state of Arkansas. When the medical examiners explain 

away two bodies filled with bullets as a case of suicide, it's obvious they caught a 

case of arkancide. 

Vince Foster was found dead in Fort Marcy Park, clearly it was a case of arkancide. 

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=arkancide).  

 The first Presidential debate took place on September 26, 2016 at Hofstra University, on 
Long Island, New York. The stakes could not have been higher as presidential debates often 
determine the outcome of an election.  Republican presidential candidate, Donald Trump first 
debated the doppelgänger at Hofstra University on Long Island.   
 
 Debating under those conditions is like making an emergency landing in a 747 during a 
hurricane.  It was rumored, and later confirmed that the real Hillary had Parkinson's disease, so 
a seizure during such a stressful debate would have been a catastrophe for the Democratic 
candidate.  She had to wear special sun glasses which prevented her from having seizures that 
were caused by flashing camera lights. In 2016, the real Hillary would have been 69 years old.  
Like her mother Pamela, Hillary had several face lifts. However, cosmetic surgery cannot 
reverse the effects of mental aging, and that is why airline pilots are forced to retire at 65.  Her 
mother was 77 when she passed away, so the real Hillary was still alive and directing the show 
from behind the scenes.  Only a blind person would mistake the doppelgänger for a 69 year old. 
 
 The youthful looking doppelgänger did put on a very good performance during the three 
debates, but her acting ability did not fool patriotic Americans into voting for Hillary Rodham.  I 
watched the debates and she appeared to be physically healthy, stood erect, leaned on her 
seat, walked as if she was healthy.  She did have an ear piece in her right ear and commentators 
on the Internet noted that, asking if she was being fed answers to debate opponent, Donald 
Trump.  At times, it appeared that Donald Trump was studying Hillary almost as if it might not 

be Hillary at all.     
 
  At the 9/11 memorial event at Ground Zero, she 
wore a long coat that hid the device on her back which was rigged 
to provide her with continuous intravenous medications.  At the 
sidewalk where she collapsed in a dead-weight like fall, assistants 
literally grabbed her holding her upright and virtually manhandled 
her into the black van which we now know was disguised to 

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Arkancide
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Arkansas
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=caught%20a%20case
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=caught%20a%20case
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=arkancide
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Foster
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Fort
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Marcy
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=arkancide
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=recent+pictures+of+bill+clinton&id=DDE1F5BBC785FD503FD787F14EE7BDC003594157&FORM=IQFRBA
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conceal a fully-equipped ambulance inside.  It has always struck me as being a bit odd that Bill 
did not accompany Hillary to the 9/11 memorial event.  In fact, there seemed a period of time 
when Bill wasn’t looking well himself and viewers were noticing that decline in Bill’s health. 
Note this article published in January 2016: 
https://www.westernjournal.com/bill-clintons-health-questioned-after-he-was-caught-doing-
this-at-campaign-rally/  
 
 Instead of taking her to a nearby hospital they took her to Chelsea’s apartment, the 
Wittman.  Then not long afterward, roughly an hour, one of her doubles came out of the 
building at the street level entrance appearing as if nothing had happened.  She stopped to talk 
with a child on the sidewalk.  The media said it was the heat, but the temperature was a mild 
75-degrees.  Those in the know said she had literally died when she collapsed at the curbside as 
the black van arrived to pick her up.  I had heard information revealing that all three debates 
were done using three different “body-doubles,” mainly to determine which of the three were 
able to pull off the most believable look alike to Hillary herself.   
 
 It needs to be pointed out here that the mainstream media were in the tank for Hillary; 
she was a member of the Council on Foreign Relations.  At an address she gave at the CFR a 
couple years ago, she noted that she took her orders from the CFR.  The CFR has approximately 
4,000 members and is the equivalent to the UK Royal Institute of International Affairs.  These 
two think tanks are NGO’s (Non-Governmental Organizations) but plan, direct, and implement 
national policies from behind the curtain of secrecy.  They can make or break a politician’s 
career in public life. 
 
 The mainstream media is controlled by 6 major corporations, controlling all television, 
radio, newsprint, and magazines; they are not about to reveal the truth about what we know.  
They will go to great lengths to obfuscate, refute, deny, and deceive the public concerning the 
fact that Hillary was a Satanist, who participated in Satanic Ritual sacrifices, up to and including 
the murder of a 12-year-old pre-teen young girl.  This was the so-called “insurance policy” file 
found on Huma Abedin’s laptop computer which was held by her husband and former New 
York congressman, Anthony Weiner.  The content was so gruesome that a dozen hardened NYC 
policemen and women had to have psychiatric counseling after viewing the video.  The head of 
the NYC police was required to surrender custody of the laptop to the FBI but threatened to go 
public if the FBI did not act on the contents of the laptop computer.  But the FBI hid the 
computer away in order to protect Hillary Clinton. 
 
 The War Crimes Tribunals have banned the mainstream media from being able to view 
the trials at GITMO, Cuba. None of the major media outlets will be granted permission to view 
the trials. Three alternative media people were selected to view the proceedings and handle 
the distribution of approved press releases.  The secrecy surrounding the War Crimes Trials will 
unfortunately contribute to the speculation that is bound to ensue since little will be made 
public.  The trials are being video-taped for posterity, full documentation of trial proceedings 
such as testimony, cross examination and prosecution will be done by the book of the UCMJ 
(Uniform Code Military Justice). 

https://www.westernjournal.com/bill-clintons-health-questioned-after-he-was-caught-doing-this-at-campaign-rally/
https://www.westernjournal.com/bill-clintons-health-questioned-after-he-was-caught-doing-this-at-campaign-rally/
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 As I continue to point out to people, the longer the absence of the major players from 
social media occurs, it will work to support our view that they are incarcerated or have even 
been executed.  We are 60 days since most of the major names went silent on Twitter and 
Facebook.  This does not preclude the possibility that individuals close to the parties facing 
prosecution will not drop a tweet, simply for the purpose of deceiving the public.  I saw a news 
report, supposedly by Hillary commenting about the President’s “wall” issue.  But, closer 
scrutiny beyond the headline offered no real evidence that the report actually came from 
Hillary.  More than likely the source was that of a bottom-feeder in the Hillary camp.   
 
 Then we were thrown for a loop, when on Thursday, February 14th, 2019, Bill and Hillary 
Clinton made an appearance at the funeral of Michigan Senator John Dingell, even giving an 
eulogy.  I have never seen a better looking Bill or Hillary Clinton in at least a decade than the 
one in the photo below.  You see, in the photo above on page 2 that Bill looks rather frail and 
has aged considerably at 72 years of age but in the photo below, he appears younger and 
healthier. 
 

  Photo above of Bill Clinton, Mrs. Debbie Dingell, and Hillary Clinton. 
 
 The last known public appearance the Clinton’s made was at the funeral service of 
George H.W. Bush which was held at the National Cathedral in DC on December 5, 2018. Yet, 
that was more than two months prior to the above photo taken on February 14, 2019.  Given 
the evidence of what we now know about the fact that Hillary actually died on September 11, 
2016 and Bill’s health appeared to be rapidly declining, could the above photo really be that of 
a Clinton doppelgänger? 
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 We know for a fact that George W. Bush’s Twitter account has been removed from the 
Twitter.  One of his daughters appeared on a morning television program around February 
11th, and seemed as normal as one could expect.  As I recall, his Twitter account was removed 
around December 12th. 
 
 My response to that is simply to conclude that no relative in their normal mind would 
actually admit on national television, to confirm the truth of their family member’s involvement 
in the planning and execution of 9/11 or other treasonous acts, given the tremendous amount 
of shame and embarrassment that comes with knowing their parent is guilty of such high 
crimes and misdemeanors against humanity!  As part of the option given to those facing crimes 
of treason and worse, they were offered the choice; they could face a horrible and shameful 
public trial for all the world to see or they could opt to take the lethal injection in order to avoid 
the shame and embarrassment their surviving family members would most certainly 
experience.  This was part of the Trump administration’s extended offer to them of saving face. 
 
 Supposedly Michelle or Michael Obama made a surprise appearance to help open the 
61st Annual Grammy Awards with host Alicia Keys. The former first lady appeared onstage with 
Lady Gaga, Jennifer Lopez, and Jada Pinkett ...  But can you be absolutely positive that Michelle 
or Michael Obama did not have a doppelgänger double making that appearance to make it 

seem as if they are still active on the social and political circuit?  Note the two different photos 
below of Michelle or Michael Obama in one of her appearances in public a few years ago. 
 
 Several years ago, experts in the dichotomy of the male and female physique noted that 
Barack’s wife had too many male features, broad shoulders, finger length distinctions, male 
genitalia anatomy.  Five years ago I viewed a YouTube video that exposed Michelle as really a 
man.  You can watch it here:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYhYUcqdTsw.  In light of 
this information, and the photos below, who can absolutely say for certain if that was really 
Michelle Obama at the Grammy Awards?  I double-checked the video and over 406,000 people 
have watched the video concluding that Michelle Obama is a man.  In 2014, Joan Rivers 
mentioned in passing to a reporter that Michelle was a “tranny” or a transvestite!  Some say 
Joan Rivers paid for that remark with her life. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYhYUcqdTsw
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=SOwR%2b6no&id=66D9DB238AFA4F2C6A0C66A6F49C294839791091&thid=OIP.SOwR-6nosMM3HsW7fNhjggAAAA&mediaurl=https://occupymelbournenet.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/michelle-obama-bulge-in-the-wrong-spot.jpg&exph=565&expw=424&q=Michelle+Obama+The+Man&simid=607995414432317455&selectedIndex=19&adt=1
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=HDFkDpRI&id=7B4E50EB22ECD827702EACE28220FCDBED81BA53&thid=OIP.HDFkDpRIhRnpobUETtNksAHaD4&mediaurl=https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/600x315/78/64/07/786407af63ae862e7410dff3f35c703e.jpg&exph=315&expw=600&q=Michelle+Obama+The+Man&simid=608014776169467337&selectedIndex=103
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 You will discover by watching the YouTube video mentioned above that the American 
people were deceived by the government for over eight years.  What else does the government 
hide from the public?  According to David Zublick, Barack Obama was singing like a songbird to 
prosecutors. In an effort to save his bacon, he told much of the sordid details that occurred 
during his administration.  We are told that it was Obama’s own words that gave up billionaire, 
George Soros who was hiding out at his chalet in Gastineau, Switzerland and was arrested on 
February 3rd, 2019. 
 
 I have found it eerily strange but interesting at the same time that it has now been just 
two months later since these key political figures last posted something on their regular social 
media accounts, yet the media is behaving as if these corrupt politicians never existed before.  
Nobody seems all that concerned as to where they are or what happened to them.  At the 
beginning of February, someone did ask on one web site: “Where is George W?”  But there was 
no reply and no interest in further pursuing the answer.  The fact is people’s memory of news 
events has grown dim, and their interest has declined considerably to about ten or eleven 
months from the actual event. Unless the public is reminded of someone, or some event, they 
soon forget the very existence of such events.  Is that due to disinterest, or is it the result of the 
overwhelming amount of events occurring one after the other rapidly and coming at people 
from many different avenues? Without question, there are clearly far more serious events 
happening worldwide while the frequency of these occurrences has also increased 
exponentially. 
   
 Also something of importance in the mystique of celebrities, those trained in psychology 
and mental health will confirm the point that psychopaths, sociopaths, and narcissists are all 
great at hiding their real personalities.  Though they relish the status and acclaim that comes 
with power and privilege, they and their families covet privacy. Despite their quest for power 
and privilege, their mindset is one of “out of sight, out of mind!”  It goes with the territory; 
politics brings out those types of personalities.  Just look at the new freshmen congress people, 
all seeking to go their own way and to shake the reins of the Speaker of the House!  Either they 
are unaware of the pecking order for freshmen members of the House of Representatives or 
they are seeking to make a name for themselves.  It is most likely a mixture of both! 
 
 So, what do we make of all the confusing reports of this media circus?  I suggest that no 
one wants to be linked or associated with any of the approximately 30 key named players 
facing life in prison or execution.  For those who aided these individuals in any way, shape or 
form, they will distance themselves from the corrupt politicians and government officials; 
possibly for fear that their own crimes might also be discovered.  They will act as if “I don’t 
know them!” The political parties will weather the recent events, and move on to whatever 
they set about for their future.  The media has been destroyed, their credibility is finished, their 
ratings have tanked, and their existence has been shattered as reliable, reputable reporting 
outlets for matters involving newsworthy events, about nations, and people.  It will take 
decades to repair the label of “FAKE NEWS!” that the President has pointed out now for more 
than two years!   Network ratings have never been worse; thousands employed in the news 
industry have received pink slips and layoffs have never been worse.   
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 The press traditionally has been known as the “Fourth Estate” in government; acting as 
a truth teller when it came to the three estates of power, i.e., the Executive, the Legislative, and 
the Judiciary.  The fact is, the CIA has been like a cancerous tumor on them all.  Operation 
Mockingbird was about how the CIA infiltrated the media with upwards of five hundred CIA 
agents who were writing and broadcasting the news of the day in the basement of the CIA 
headquarters in order to meet the 4am deadline – much of it propaganda for what America 
would hear, learn or see that day.  Carving a niche for himself as the most human of news 
anchors, Anderson Cooper has long traded on his biography. But there is one aspect of his past 
that the silver-haired CNN star has never made public: that involves the months he spent 
training for a career with the Central Intelligence Agency.  
 
 But as to the issue involving the named individuals (those listed in Part 9), all we can do 
to identify fact from fiction is to exercise discernment, watch and wait for more details and 
then re-evaluate using discernment.  In the meantime, as “Q” says, “Sit back, and watch the 
show.”  Months ago “Q” posted concerning the point that he would reveal himself by July, 
2019.  As recent as a week ago (early February), “Q” posted that we may learn even sooner 
than July who “Q” is.  Reflecting upon what Jesus said about deception in the last days, the 
Bible has certainly warned us that even the elect might be deceived.  That statement serves as 
flashing warning lights signaling that a washed out road or street may be ahead.  The words of 
the Lord Jesus Christ are for you and me:  “And Jesus answering them began to say, Take heed 
lest any man deceive you:” -(Mark 13:5)   
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  
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